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Rolling Korea is a Korean language school for foreigners, located in Hongdae.
We offer systematic and effective Korean language courses that are highly
enjoyable. We also offer social programs and cultural activities to enhance each
and every student's daily life in Korea. We look forward to welcoming you to an
exciting study abroad experience in Hongdae, Korea where the streets are
dynamic and vibrant.

Seoul Campus

Dynamic Learning in a Vibrant City
Service in English available

3F Daesang Bldg. 19, World cup buk-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, 04001
TEL. +82 2 322 1515
FAX. +82 2 322 9393
E-mail. help@rollingkorea.com

Dynamic Learning
in a Vibrant City
Study abroad in the heart of Seoul

Dynamic & Vibrant City
Seoul is the capital of Korea and it is widely known for its rapid growth and
modernization. With a population of nearly 10 million, it is the heart of
Korea's politics, economy, and culture.

Traditional Culture and Modern Beauty
Seoul is a unique city where traditional cultural heritage and modern day
beauty coexist. The spectacular view of the traditional Korean palace
surrounded by high-rise buildings in the city center will mesmerize you.

Safe and Secure
Even when you are traveling alone or strolling through the night streets of
Seoul, you will always feel safe and secure. The Korean culture of "Jeong"
creates the mindset of naturally thinking about others first. Koreans are
always prepared to greet and welcome foreigners with a heartwarming
smile so you can have the best studying abroad experience.

Food Culture

Our Slogan
Keep Your Dreams Rolling
Rolling Korea’s top priority is to
provide you with the best study
abroad experience in Korea

Our Goals
1.

Top-quality lessons that suit every students' needs

2.

Safe and pleasant environment for students

3.

Social programs that lead to a more fruitful study abroad for students

4.

Opportunities to encourage students to build global relationships with
friends from all around the globe

5.
6.

Seoul is one of the best cities to experience not only amazing Korean food,
but also high-quality cuisines from all around the world. One of the greatest
parts of studying in Korea is that you can enjoy tasty meals in various places
across Seoul. Try all the delicious dishes you have always wanted to try and
immerse yourself into the unique Korean food culture!

Convenient Transportation System
Seoul has one of the best public transportation systems in the world.
Subways, buses, and taxis are all available at an affordable price, making
daily life in Seoul safe and convenient. Supermarkets, hospitals, pharmacies
and other facilities are easily accessible for emergencies.

Full-time support services, including accommodation
Support and help students to communicate and connect with local Korean
community

Overview of Seoul
Approx. 10 M

Population
Prices

1 Meal
8,000 KRW

Airports
Temperature

1 Burger
4,400 KRW

Coffee
4,000 KRW

Incheon International Airport
（About 50 min.)

Taxi
Subway
3,000 KRW~ 1,250 KRW

Gimpo International Airport
（About 25 min.）
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The perfect place for the vibrant Seoul life

HONGDAE
Hongdae is well known for its vibrant atmosphere, underground culture, and creative energy.
This district draws in a large crowd of young people due to its unique cafes, small galleries, art
shops, and restaurants. Cultural events such as street performances and festivals are hosted
frequently, making the area always lively and exciting. If you wish to learn about Hongdae
inside and out, Atelier Street (full of private art institutions for students preparing for university), Picasso Street, and Club Street are a must-visit.

Hongdae

Myeongdong

Gangnam

Han River

All time favorites Tteokbokki (spicy rice cakes) and Twigim (fried food)

The Mecca for
Great Food, Hongdae
Happiness begins with a bite
Hongdae is also known for its abundance of mouth-watering
Korean food, so much so that exploring the area's restaurants after classes is a popular pastime for many study abroad
students in Korea.
In particular, you can find just as many street food stalls as
popular, established restaurants in this diverse and eclectic
community.
Choose from a variety of options, from Tteokbokki, often
seen enjoyed by K-pop idols, and Gimbap, to flaming hot
grilled Samgyeopsal (Korean barbecue).
Don't you wish you could experience amazing Korean food
with your classmates right now?

Samgyeopsal
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Gimbap

Welcome to
Rolling Korea
Rolling Korea, a Korean language school for foreigners,
opened in 2012. It is a place for students from all over the
world to dream big and grow a passion for learning the
Korean language. Along with our systematic classes, we
also offer a variety of activities to experience Korea and
the language from different angles. We always do our
best to encourage our students to have fun and provide
them with opportunities to have a deeper understanding
of the Korean culture.
The advantages of learning at Rolling Korea are the
convenient facilities, comfortable environment, and
systematic curriculum. We like to keep our class sizes
relatively small consisting of 3-8 students and never
exceeding the maximum number of 16. This way, the
students can interact with the teachers better and have
more opportunities to receive feedback.
Rolling Korea incorporates Social Activity Programs to
provide a unique and effective curriculum, connecting
class contents with social activities. We aim to provide an
environment where students can apply what they learn in
class to real-life situations. This helps the students
become familiar with the Korean language more quickly
and makes language learning less stressful by creating
environments which encourage interaction with friends
from all over the world. With our social activity programs,
students experience the most effective ways to learn
Korean.
Learning Korean means standing at the starting point for
learning about Korea as a whole. We are well aware of
that importance and do our best to help you ignite your
passion for learning and strive forward. Many students
have enjoyed their studies at Rolling Korea and we
continue to do our best to provide them with best educational environment possible.
For your study abroad journey in Korea, Rolling Korea is
looking forward to being the school you are dreaming.
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Welcome to Rolling Korea
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Our Values

OUR VALUES
The Joy of
Learning a Language
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Under the slogan "Dynamic Learning in a Vibrant City," Rolling
Korea has grown into the best Korean institution for foreign
students in Hongdae, Seoul. Based on our all-inclusive and various
experiences, we offer both fun and effective techniques to teach
the Korean language to our students. Rolling Korea uses visuals,
role play, games and other exciting ways to engage students with
positive energy. Not only in-class activities are provided, but also
opportunities to experience and practice Korean in real-life
situations through cultural experiences and social programs. We
can confidently say that you will discover the real charms of Korea
through Rolling Korea's systematic program.
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CHALLENGE

PRACTICE

ENJOY

Rolling Korea always
supports your dreams and
passion. Keep Your Dreams
Rolling!

With continuous practice,
you can reach your goals.
Grow your confidence in
Korean by practicing
regularly.

After learning the basics
through daily practice, it is
time to truly make it yours.
The joy of learning a
language is one of the most
powerful motivation in life.

Our Values
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Cozy
and
Modern
Stylish Facilities
Rolling Korea takes pride in its modern, practical, and balanced facility. The moment you step through the
door, you are welcomed by a spacious lobby and a stylish atmosphere that motivates students to enjoy their
daily school life. The "Global Lounge" is furnished with tables for students to study and relax at any time in a
neat environment. One of the greatest perks of the lounge is the "R Cafe" doubling the fun for the students.
In addition, there are various educational facilities such as a projector, monitors, computers, and more. The
"Global Lounge" and the "R Cafe" are always open so students can regularly enjoy snacks and drinks.

Wi-Fi
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Global Lounge

R Cafe

Books

Friendly Reception Service

Various Types of Classrooms

Our reception desk has a supportive and reliable staff to help you
succeed during any study period. If you have any troubles or
worries about studying and living in Korea, or you just want to
have a conversation, you are welcome at any time. Our staff are
always available and prepared to help you.

Rolling Korea's classrooms are highly effective with a lively
learning environment for everyone. They are equipped with
comfortable desks and chairs to help you focus on your studies.
The neatly organized and designed classrooms are filled to the
brim with students' joy and enthusiasm.

Facilities
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Your First day
at school

Orientation
There will be a Student Orientation to help new students start their first day as a Rolling Korea student smoothly. Introduction

Taking Your First Step

of teachers and staffs will take place followed by a time to greet your fellow classmates from all over the world. It is also a great
time to get information on your adventure ahead. Plan and dream about the exciting days to come with Rolling Korea's Korean
classes as well as the social programs.

Your first day at Rolling Korea! The teachers and staff will also be very excited to meet you!
Everyone is ready to help you out of any anxiety or worry you might have of being in a foreign
country.
When you take your first step into Rolling Korea in the morning, the staff will greet you with a

Level Test
Before starting your lessons, there will be a level test to assign each student to a suitable class. Reading & Writing tests
are done online before your first day, and 1:1 Listening & Speaking tests will take place on your first day.

warm smile. We will kindly guide you in either English or Japanese for those who are unfamiliar
with Korean. Firstly you will all be gathered in the student lounge where you can read school
materials, get name tags, and become excited about your unforgettable experience at Rolling
Korea. In the meantime, the student orientation will take place to guide you to a successful
study abroad. There will be a Welcome lunch with friends to ease everyone's nervousness. Take
your first steps with Rolling Korea. We promise to guide you!

“

"I felt very nervous at ﬁrst because it was my ﬁrst time ever
studying in Korea, but thanks to the friendly staﬀ and
teachers, I was able to adjust quickly to my life in Korea."
- Karen from U.S.

”

Welcome Lunch with New Classmates
In the afternoon, there is a Welcome lunch. As you eat one of the Korea’s well-known dishes, it's a great opportunity
to take another step closer to having a successful study abroad experience. Don’t be shy and be open-minded with your
new friends who are just as nervous as you are!
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First Day at School
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Korean Language Course
Regarding Our systematic curriculum designed to help students read, write, listen, and speak

Korean
Class

Korean, Rolling Korea focuses on enhancing conversational skills the most. With our
program, you will be able to acquire a high level of conversational skill in a short period of
time.

Since our classes consist of small groups of 3 to 8 students (max16), our students are given a
lot of opportunities to speak and receive detailed feedback from the teachers. In addition,
Rolling Korea always works hard to understand each and every student's learning ability and
help them to study most effectively. Our skilled and professional teachers will support every
student to speak with ease and create a comfortable atmosphere for everyone to speak in
Korean. Students come to Rolling Korea from North America, Germany, France, Switzerland,
Japan and many more around the world. Every semester, students are excited that they can
interact with friends from other countries by speaking in Korean. This is one of the positive
aspects of studying at Rolling Korea with a global atmosphere.

Regular Exams
Tests and exams are conducted on a regular basis to help the students analyze where they are
and discover areas to improve. On the third week, the students have speaking tests and
proceed with classes to help strengthen their weaknesses. On the fourth week, there are
writing tests. After these tests, we determine if students are ready to move on to the next
level.

※ Classes are available to ages 16 and above.
※ Classes are available for enrollment every Monday.
※ It takes 2 - 3 months to complete one level.

Levels

Nationality Mix

5%

5%
Lv.6

Other

Russia

10%
Switzerland

Lv.5
Lv.4
Lv.3
Lv.1

Korean Language Classes

30%

Lv.2

North America

15%
Japan

Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced

15%
France

Experience both fun and effective way of learning Korean! Rolling Korea's
classes vary from beginner to advanced and are based on a systematic
curriculum. We do our best to give confidence to our students so that they
can use proper Korean comfortably and fluently in a lively atmosphere.
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20%
Germany

Courses
Course

Hours

Start Date

RK Intensive Korean

Mon - Fri, 25 hours per week

Every Monday

RK Semi-Intensive Korean

Mon - Fri, 21 hours per week

Every Monday

RK General Korean

Mon - Fri, 16 hours per week

Every Monday

RK Korean Plus K-pop

Mon - Fri, 25 hours per week

Every Monday

RK TOPIK Preparation

Mon - Fri, 27 hours per week

First week of every month

Private Lesson

Flexible

Flexible

Korean Language Class
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Korean
Class

02
Team activities
The key to improving your language skills is constantly
using them and practicing speaking in real life situations.
We have special activities to push the students to apply
what they have learned to various situations. We have
noticed that many students take this opportunity to get

Work in a team and
improve your
conversational skills!
Share what you have learned
so far through a variety
of activities and grow your
conﬁdence to 100%!

to know more about their classmates and easily improve
their skills in a relaxed environment. Complete quests and
missions created by Rolling Korea in Seoul Race and Cafe
Korean! It will be an unforgettable experience!

01
Afternoon
Special Classes
There are special focus lessons, such as
Pronunciation Class and Media Class, that
use unique learning materials like Korean
song lyrics or Korean drama scripts to keep

Time to learn practical and ﬂuent conversation
skills that you can't learn in textbooks!

the students engaged in learning.
These classes, in particular, allow the
students to listen to conversations or
phrases

used

in

everyday

life.

This

encourages the students to speak more
naturally and fluently.
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Korean Language Class
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Extra
Curriculums

Special Curriculum

Learn Your Favorite Korean Dancing and Singing!

RK Korean Plus K-POP Course

favorite K-POP stars. Many students who take this class explain that their love for

This is a course where students can learn the choreographies and songs of their

Korean pop culture is where their interest in studying Korean stemmed from. After
their morning Korean language class, students can enjoy professional dancing or
vocal lessons in the afternoon. Don’t worry even if you are new to dancing or
Rolling Korea cooperates with professional entertainment agencies to provide top quality dance and vocal
lessons. An instructor with experience teaching actual K-POP groups is in charge of the K-POP dance Class,
and a professional vocal trainer, who is a former K-POP idol, is responsible for the K-POP Vocal Class. Rolling

singing! Our professional instructors will be leading the class thoroughly with
kindness. What matters is your passion towards K-POP, not your skills and
experience.

Korea is the first Korean language school to officially incorporate K-POP classes into Korean language
programs. These lessons have high satisfaction rate from the students. Through Rolling Korea’s partnership
with entertainment agencies, we give our students the opportunity to audition and achieve their dreams. This

Korean

+

Dance

+

The perfect
equation of
fun!

Vocal

is a popular class among students who are fans of K-POP.

Course

Hours

Start Date

RK Korean plus K-pop Course

25 hours per week

Every Monday

※ Dance & Vocal classes are included in the “Hours”
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Extra Curriculums
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Social Programs & Activities

Experience Your Own Korea
Tour & Cultural Experience
The students will tour famous locations in Seoul such as N Seoul Tower,
Insa-dong, museums, and more. Unique programs like a Temple Stay (Cultural
programs in Buddhist temples) are also available for the students.

Authentic Experience
We also provide programs closer to daily life experiences that are not
common otherwise. Activities like going to a baseball game, Namsan night
hike, Hongdae clubbing, Korean movies, or Chimak (Chicken & Beer) by the
Han River might be unfamiliar to foreigners, and that is why Rolling Korea
gives the students the chance to experience them all.

Experience x Education
Studying Korean is important, but what makes it more efficient and special is
interacting with people from all over the world! In addition to classes, Rolling
Korea provides social programs to create opportunities to make new friends and
to simply have fun. It helps the students focus better when they meet friends
from other classes and strike up conversation with the teachers. We are well
aware that it is meaningful for the students to create wonderful memories with
their classmates through activities like Palace tours, traditional market exploration, or a picnic by the Han River. These social programs not only make studying
more fun but also add great significance to the students' experience.
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Social Programs
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“

"It was really great that we could study in the lounge
after class. The drinks were much cheaper than other
cafes in the area and I could easily focus on studying. It
was also helpful that I could ask questions to teachers on
something I didn't know. Thanks to Rolling Korea's helpful
atmosphere, I could learn faster and also practice a lot
with the staﬀs at R Cafe."
- Mika from Japan

Useful Facilities

”

Coffee and
Friends
make the
perfect
blend
Popular Menu
Cereal ＋ Milk

Time to Unwind

R Cafe &
Global Lounge

Coﬀee

Mango Smoothie
Water

Charging

Friends

Books

WiFi

TV

R Americano
Sikhye (Korean rice drink)
Misugaru Latte (Powdered drink)
Choco Latte

Sometimes to stay focused on studying, you need to unwind and relax.
The Global Lounge and the R Cafe are specially made for the students to ease their
minds. Students can enjoy simple snacks and drinks at the R Cafe. It's a great way
to practice Korean with the staff or simply have a coffee break with friends.
It is also a space where special events are held like Korean Movie Day and
Traditional Games. The Global Lounge and the R Cafe are students' favorite place
in Rolling Korea and they are open to use at any time.

www.rollingkorea.com
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Global Lounge and R Cafe
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Accommodation
Service

Your Home in Seoul
We offer hand-picked accommodations to provide a pleasant stay for our students. It is very
important to feel at home while in a foreign country, so we carefully and strictly selected
housing for our students. Among our accommodation options, the share-house, managed
directly by Rolling Korea is comfortable and is the most popular among our students. Our
first share-house is a 20-minutes walk from school while the second share-house is a
7-minutes walk. Basic amenities are provided for the students’ convenience, and in case of
emergencies our staff are available at all times, via messaging app.

Mini Studio
Mini studio is a unique Korean residential
facility furnished with a bed, desk, drawers,
shower, and a refrigerator. Rice are offered
for free. It is equipped with both heating and
air conditioning. It is a small room, however,
it is available at an affordable price.
Distance to school : 15 ~ 20 minutes
Nearest metro : Hongik University Station, Line 2
Sangsu Station, Line 6

Residence
Unlike a typical guest house, it has separate
rooms allowing for more pleasant stay. The
room is neat and clean, furnished with
high-quality furniture. Each room has both
heating and air-conditioning installed, so you
can adjust the temperature to your preference.
A simple breakfast is provided as well.
Distance to school : 10 minutes
Nearest metro : Hongik University Station, Line 2
Sangsu Station, Line 6
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Accommodations
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Your Last day
at school

Begin your journey
with Rolling Korea
In the end, the last day of class at Rolling Korea will come for every student. In addition to a strengthened
Korean speaking ability, all of our students will have encountered obstacles that they had to face with
courage while living in a foreign environment. We believe that we will meet again someday and feel grateful for every single student on their last day of class. Even if it gets challenging at times, choosing to study
a foreign language in a new environment will surely give you a great opportunity for experience you cat’t
find anywhere else.
If you are still trying to decide whether to study in Korea, don't hesitate and challenge yourself! Even if you
are a beginner and you have never studied abroad, Rolling Korea is always doing its best to provide a satisfying study experience in Korea. Rolling Korea staff and teachers are looking forward to seeing you soon!

See you again
Finally, it's your last day. All that time of spending your days at a new school with new friends has
come to an end. Students who could not read or write Hangul, are now writing letters in Korean and
those who didn't know how to say hello to their teacher are greeting others with much confidence.
It's a time to gather around and share your experiences during your studies. After your speech about
your abroad days at Rolling Korea, you can proudly say that you've successfully completed your study
journey in Korea. It is sad to say goodbye to your fellow classmates and teachers, but you have grown
so much during your time here with us. Give yourself a pat on the back!
27
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Last Day at Stchool
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Student Testimonial

“

On the first day, there was a level test to know where I was in terms of my Korean language
skills. It lasted about 5 minutes per student. There were students who took it with a friend but
also many students who took it by themselves just like me. I was very nervous at first but the
teacher was very gentle and kind with me so I could feel at ease. I think I only did well on the
speaking test. In my class, I was very grateful to learn not only the grammar in textbooks but
also fun expressions and trends that are actually used in daily life. The Americano at the R
Cafe was great and it was much cheaper than other cafes in the area. I highly recommend it.
There are many programs every week, and I think it is good to actively participate. It's a
chance to become closer with your teacher and make friends from other classes. It was fun to
talk about things that we weren't able to talk about in class.
Students studying for 1 or 2 weeks didn't use a textbook but for those studying for at least 3
weeks like myself, bought both the textbook and the workbook. I was just happy because I
wanted to have a textbook.
If you are trying to decide about coming to Korea to study, I think you'd better try! I, at first,
was hesitant as well but ended up deciding to study abroad for 8 months. It was such a great
decision. The teachers at Rolling Korea are really great and the school is close to the metro.
Another great fact is that it's in Hongdae where there is a lot a enjoy! :)
I'm going to make another excuse to come to Rolling Korea!
Thank you very much! :)

- Yuka from Japan
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”
Student’s Review
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You can ﬁnd more reviews on Google.

Student Testimonial

Munyal

Marie

United Kingdom

Japan

I always thought about studying in Korea but because of

It was a really good experience. I wish I could stay
longer ... I'm sorry. The staff was really kind and
friendly. Since it is located in central Hongdae, it was
the best place to learn in such a dynamic atmosphere.

work, I couldn't take long breaks. So I was very pleased to
experience studying abroad during the break before I go for
a long or short-term study. If I could phrase my experience in
one sentence, I would say, "I'm so glad I went!" Since it was
my first time to study Korean in a school, I had a lot of
worries before departure, but all of my worries disappeared
thanks to Rolling Korea's great staff, teacher, and positive
energy.

Mannien

Netherlands

Unlike other Korean language schools that teach
everything just from textbooks, Rolling Korea enabled
us to practice through various activities. We were
challenged to speak only in Korean with classmates to
complete missions and quests. It was a lot of fun. I
know the rules were to only speak in Korean, but I
mixed in my native language. I still think Rolling
Korea's activities are great for practice. The positive
energy of the school helped my brain to adjust to
Korea quickly.

Evita

Indonesia

I studied at Rolling Korea for a month. I could not believe
how much of an amazing experience I had in Rolling Korea.
My Korean improved so much thanks to great teachers,
friendly atmosphere, excellent service, and the fun activities
at Rolling Korea. I definitely want to come back and study
again in Rolling Korea next year. I cried a lot on the last day
ceremony. I wish I stayed longer. Let's meet again soon.
Thank you.

Athalane

France

Alex

Switzerland

If you don't know Korea too well, Rolling Korea is the

I, who always wanted to learn Korean, decided to take the

perfect school to start in Korea. The staff is really friendly

8-week Intensive Course at Rolling Korea. I learned a lot from

and kind. The facilities are clean, comfortable, and the

my abundant experience. The activities help to learn about this

Korean language classes are easy to follow. The activity

great city with the teachers and Rolling Korea always warmly

programs are unique and much enjoyable. The staff kindly

welcomes every student. I really recommend it!

guided us to places that not many foreigners know about.
Thank you so much, everyone. See you again sometime!
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Testimonials
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FAQ
Q

How old do you have to be to apply for classes at Rolling Korea?

A

You have to be age 16 and above to join Rolling Korea classes without any restrictions.
Students under the age of 16 can only take private lessons.

Q

I can't read Korean. Am I still able to take the classes?

A
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A
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Yes, of course. We offer beginner classes so even if you do not have any Korean
language learning experience, you can still join. However, our beginner classes start
only in the first week of every month. You will need to apply for the first week of a
month if you wish to take the beginner level classes.

Can I enroll without a visa? Can the school provide a student visa for me to enroll?
Yes, you can enroll without a visa or just on a tourist visa. We do not provide visas for
admission. Most students stay in Korea during their tourist visa period, however, there
are also students who are on a working holiday visa or work visa.

Registration Process

01

02

03

Applications

Tuition

Start Class

Fill out the application form on
our website. We will reply with
the result via e-mail within 1 to 2
days of applying. You can also
visit us in person to apply.

You will need to pay for tuition
after confirming and checking
the tuition fee. You can either
wire transfer or pay in person.
After you make your payment,
we send you a confirmation
e-mail.

On your first day, there will be a
student orientation and a 1:1
level test. After being assigned
to a class, your study abroad
journey begins.

Documents

Please send
documents to

Application form
A copy of your passport

Rolling Korea
Seoul Campus
3rd Floor World Cup buk-ro 19
Daesung Building (447-7 Seogyo-dong)
TEL +82 2 322 1515
FAX +82 2 322 9393
E-mail help@rollingkorea.com

What documents are required for admission?

Homepage www.rollingkorea.com

You will need to bring your application form and a copy of your passport. It is an easy
and simple procedure that even for those who are unfamiliar with the Korean
language or who are studying in Korea for the first time. After completing the application form, we will guide you about the detailed admission procedure via e-mail.

Are there students studying in Korea alone?
Yes, most of our students are on a study abroad alone, however, not lonely! They
get to interact with friends from all over the world.

How is the students' nationality rate?
Rolling Korea has students from all around the world who are here to study Korean. 35%
of our students are from Japan, 20% from North America, 13% from Germany, 13%
from France, and other (Europe, South America). You will get to enjoy studying Korean in
a global environment. (※ Percentage of nationality may vary depending on the length of
the course and the season.)

FAQ & Registration Process
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A language School with
the Perfect Environment
for Making Korean Friends
We have an English course for Koreans. It's a great chance for
the students who are learning Korean to meet Koreans and
take English conversation classes.
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Rolling English
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